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ABSTRACT: Mesoporous silica microspheres (MPSMs) represent a
promising material as a stationary phase for HPLC separations. The use of
hard templates provides a preparation strategy for producing such
monodisperse silica microspheres. Here, 15 MPSMs were systematically
synthesized by varying the sol−gel reaction parameters of water-to-precursor
ratio and ammonia concentration in the presence of a porous p(GMA-co-
EDMA) polymeric hard template. Changing the sol−gel process factors
resulted in a wide range of MPSMs with varying particle sizes from smaller
than one to several micrometers. The application of response surface
methodology allowed to derive quantitative predictive models based on the
process factor effects on particle size, pore size, pore volume, and specific
surface area of the MPSMs. A narrow size distribution of the silica particles was maintained over the entire experimental space. Two
larger-scale batches of MPSMs were prepared, and the particles were functionalized with trimethoxy(octadecyl) silane for the
application as stationary phase in reversed-phases liquid chromatography. The separation of proteins and amino acids was
successfully accomplished, and the effect of the pore properties of the silica particles on separation was demonstrated.

■ INTRODUCTION
Porous silica particles are relevant in catalysis,1 in biosensors,2,3

as drug carriers,4−6 and as column material in purification and
separation via chromatography.7−9 To fit the requirements of a
particular application, the control of particle size, size
distribution, morphology, specific surface area, and pore
parameters of these silica particles is of great importance.
For instance, in drug delivery, silica particles as drug carriers
require a size of <5 μm to be able to penetrate through the skin
and release the drug in the tissue. Larger particles remain on
the surface of the skin, where they may form a protective layer,
as known from, e.g., sunscreen.10 For high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) applications, silica-based packing
materials are very common. The properties of the stationary
phase dictate to a large extent the separation efficiency for
various separation operations. The specific surface area is
important for the column performance in many separation
processes and chromatographic applications, as it affects the
number of contact events available for interaction between the
analyte and stationary phase and, thus, retention time. As
smaller particles have a higher surface to volume ratio, particles
with small average diameters are preferably used as column
packing materials to increase the available interaction surface.11

However, smaller particles also result in higher backpressures
within the system and thus higher requirements are imposed
on the equipment in terms of pressure resistance, and some
analytes cannot be measured nondestructively under such
conditions.11−13 One way to increase the surface area without
decreasing the particle size is the incorporation of pores into

the particles. The introduction of meso-/macropores allows a
good effective accessibility of the porous material for diffusion-
controlled processes.14 Templating methods have been widely
applied to prepare porous silica materials with tunable size and
pore characteristics.15−18 While soft templates are successfully
used to prepare nanometer-sized silica particles,15,17,19 hard
templates are the choice to synthesize micrometer-sized
mesoporous silica spheres (MPSMs).9,20 This is because hard
templates such as poly(glycidyl methacrylate-co-ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate) particles (p(GMA-co-EDMA))9,20−24 are
usually formative, i.e., determining the three-dimensional
morphology.15,17,25 Template-assisted methods for the prep-
aration of MPSMs consist usually of three sequential
steps:26−28 (a) synthesis of the formative template,23,24 (b)
synthesis and/or incorporation of silica into the template,23,29

and (c) subsequent removal of the template30,31 (Figure 1).
The sol−gel process is particularly suitable because of its

mild reaction conditions. Here, in the presence of the template,
in situ generated silica nanoparticles (SNPs) diffuse into the
pores of the template and build up the silica network. Thus,
tailored MPSMs with narrow size distributions and defined
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particle sizes are formed after removal of the sacrificial porous
polymer template by calcination.32,33 The main advantage of
this approach is that the template determines the shape of the
resulting MPSM, which allows the generation of spherical
particles with narrow size distribution. Earlier work
suggests9,15,20,34 that the way silica is deposited in the pores
of the template has a large impact on the characteristics of the
final MPSMs.
Our previous study29 determined how the sol−gel process

factors the water-to-precursor ratio (here: tetraethyl ortho
silicate, TEOS) and the ammonia concentration affects the
silica deposition within the porous network of polymeric hard-
templates.24 By systematically varying the sol−gel process
conditions according to response surface methodology, three
reaction regimes were identified.29 These regimes result from
changes in the relative reaction rates of hydrolysis and
condensation depending on the sol−gel process factors, as
well as the diffusion rate of in situ-generated SNPs into the
polymer pore network. The polymer templates are either just
coated with a thin silica layer (regime I); the pores of the
polymer template are almost completely filled with silica
(regime II); or the formation of silica nanoparticles exceeds the
diffusion rate of SNPs into the polymer pores and thus results
in the additional formation of secondary nonporous SNPs in
the continuous phase outside of the template.29 The prepared
hybrid materials are the intermediate step of the preparation of
porous silica particles before template removal (Figure 1b).
The present study focuses on the removal of the sacrificial

organic polymer template via calcination, which is the third
step of the template-assisted approach (Figure 1c). The effects
of the sol−gel process factors n(H2O)/n(TEOS) and c(NH3)
and their potential synergistic interaction effects on particle
size, size distribution, morphology, and porosity were system-
atically examined using the approach of response surface
methodology.35−38 By this, quantitative models are established
that allow the correlation and prediction of the effects of the
sol−gel process factors on the material properties of MPSMs
prepared using the hard-template-assisted preparation method.
Furthermore, two larger-scale batches of MPSMs were
prepared, functionalized with trimethoxy(octadecyl) silane
and were used as reversed-phased column packing material
for the separation of proteins and amino acids.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, hydrolyzed 86−89%)

and trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane were purchased from abcr
GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany). Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS ≥
99%) and 2-propanol (HPLC grade > 99.8%) were obtained
from Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG (Karlsruhe, Germany).
Ammonia solution (28−30%), benzoyl peroxide (BPO, 75%),
dibutyl phthalate (DBP, 99%), ethanol, glycidyl methacrylate
(GMA ≥ 97%), hydrochloric acid (37%), methanol, tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS), toluene (anhydrous 99.8%), triethyl-
amine (pure), and the protein test mixture H2899 were bought
from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH (Traufkirchen Germany).
Acetonitrile (ACN, HPLC grade), cyclohexanol (99%),
ethylene glycole dimethacrylate (EDMA, 98%), HPLC grade
water and tetraethylene pentamine (TEPA) were purchased
from Fisher Scientific GmbH (Schwerte, Germany). All
chemicals were used as received. Ortho-phthalaldehyde
(OPA) reagent for precolumn derivatization of the amino
acids was provided by Dr. Maisch HPLC, Germany.

Preparation of MPSM. The MPSMs were prepared using
a hard-templating method with a multistep synthesis sequence
schematically shown in Figure 1. A porous p(GMA-co-EDMA)
template was prepared by a seed swelling-polymerization with
self-prepared polystyrene particles (see Supporting Informa-
tion, SI, Figure S1) as seeds24 and subsequently amino-
functionalized with TEPA (see SI).
The method for preparation of organic/silica hybrid beads

(HBs) HB1−15 has been extensively reported on earlier29 and
is therefore only briefly summarized here. The sol−gel process
was conducted under basic conditions with varying water to
precursor ratios (n(H2O)/n(TEOS)) and ammonia concen-
trations (c(NH3)) in the presence of the p@TEPA particles as
template to generate the hybrid beads HB1−15. The overall
TEOS molarity with respect to the total solvent content was
kept constant for all experiments (21.5 mmol). Furthermore,
the overall solvent amount was also kept constant. Variations
in water content were compensated by complementary
changes in the 2-propanol content. For detailed information,
see reference 29.
The ammonia concentration and the molar ratio of

n(H2O)/n(TEOS) were systematically changed according to

Figure 1. Reaction scheme for the preparation of mesoporous silica microspheres (MPSMs) by a hard-template method used in this study. The
polymer template is removed during calcination by thermal degradation. A typical TGA trace of the calcination of the hybrid beads (HB) is given in
Figure S2; PS: polystyrene seed particles, p(GMA-co-EDMA): poly(glycidyl methacrylate-co-ethylene glycol dimethacrylat), p@TEPA:
tetraethylene pentaamine-functionalized polymer template, HB: hybrid bead consisting of polymer template/silica; SNP: silica nanoparticle.
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a face-centered central composite design (FCD) (Figure 2).
Table 1 provides the range of variation for the levels of the

process factors. All experiments were performed in random
order. The pH values were determined after 24 h of stirring for
each synthesis (Table S1, SI).
The sacrificial polymer templates of the HBs were removed

by calcination under synthetic air flow (50 mL·min−1) at 600
°C for 10 h (heating rate 200 K·h−1) to give the MPSM1−15
(Table 2).

Preparation of Reversed Phase HPLC Column
Materials. For the preparation of trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane
(C18)-functionalized MPSMs as HPLC column packing
material, an additional batch of porous polymer template was
prepared and TEPA functionalized. Two different sol−gel
process factor level combinations within the FCD design space
were used to generate two types of HB particles with
significantly different pore parameters. The synthesis was
scaled up by a factor of 3.75. The prepared HB materials were
calcinated at 600 °C for 10 h under synthetic air flow to yield
the MPSMs (heating rate of 200 K·h−1).
A total of 3 g of MPSM was rehydroxylated with 360 mL

3.7% HCl at 100 °C for 3 h under continuous stirring
(mechanic stirrer, 300 rpm). After cooling to room temper-
ature, the rehydroxylated MPSM were thoroughly washed
three times with water and three times with ethanol. After
drying the rehydroxylated MPSMs at 70 °C overnight, they
were C18-functionalized with trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane.

A total of 3 g of rehydroxylated MPSM was dispersed in 45
mL of toluene and 15 mL of trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane. The
trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane was added in excess to provide
complete functionalization of the available functional groups
on the particle surface. As a catalyst, 0.3 mL of triethylamine
was added. The mixture was stirred at 100 °C for 6 h (300
rpm, magnetic stirrer) and washed three times with toluene,
ethanol, and methanol after cooling to room temperature. The
MPSM-C18 was then dried at 70 °C overnight.
To test the MPSM-C18 for their applicability as the reversed

HPLC phase, the particles were packed with acetone as slurry
and MeOH/H2O (85/15 vol %/vol %) as a pressure medium
into 4.0 × 250 mm stainless steel columns.

Nitrogen Sorption Measurements. BELSORP MiniX
(Microtrac Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany) for nitrogen
sorption measurements was used for the determination of
specific surface area, pore size, and pore volume. The sample
mass was 50 mg of the MPSMs. To eliminate possible
physisorbed substances and to achieve a reproducible
intermediate state, all particles were vacuum degassed at 300
°C for 3 h under a final vacuum of about 2 × 10−2 mbar.39 The
samples were pretreated using the BELSOPR VACII (Micro-
trac Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany). The N2 adsorption and
desorption measurements were performed at 77 K. The
BELMaster 7 software (7.3.2.0, Microtrac Retsch GmbH,
Haan, Germany) was applied to perform the analysis of
adsorption and desorption isotherms. Specific surface area was
analyzed according to the Brunauer−Emmet−Teller method
(BET)40,41 in a relative pressure range of p/p0 0.05−0.30.42

Using the Barret−Joyner−Helenda method (BJH), the pore
size distribution was determined from the desorption branch
using the silica-BEL standard isotherm. The pore volume was
determined from a single point adsorption at a p/p0 of 0.95.

Scanning Electron Microscopy Images (SEM). To
assess the surface morphology, particle size, and dispersity,
SEM images were acquired using a Hitachi SU8030 (Hitachi
High-Tech Europe GmbH, Germany). The size and dispersity
from the SEM images were analyzed using a self-written
MATLAB script. A minimum of 248 particles were measured.
The d90/d10 value indicates the width of the particle size
distribution. A monodisperse distribution is reflected by a d90/
d10 value of ≤1.4.43

Experimental Design. The mathematical description of
linear, nonlinear, and interaction effect terms44,45 was enabled
through systematic analysis using a face-centered central
composite experimental design (FCD). A total of 15 MPSMs
were synthesized. The center point (CP) experiment was
replicated four times to determine reproducibility and system
variance. To support model stability in the critical region of
low molar ratios, three of the syntheses were conducted with
n(H2O)/n(TEOS) = 8. The systematic variation of the factor
level setting allows the investigation of the effects of two
factors and their possible synergistic interactions, c(NH3) and
n(H2O)/n(TEOS). The factor levels for the low, intermediate,
and high settings are given in Table 1. The model effect terms
were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). A model
or model term was considered statistically significant if its p-
value was p ≤ 0.05.

HPLC Analyses. The high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC) was performed on an Agilent 1100 series
system (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany). The
setup included a degasser, quaternary pump, autosampler,
column oven, diode array detector, and a fluorescence

Figure 2. Illustration of the face centered central composite design.
The numbers correspond to the sample numbers given in Table 2.
Factorial points are displayed in blue, axial points in green, additional
points in gray, and the CPs in red.

Table 1. Range of Process Factors Level Settings Used in
the Face-Centered Central Composite Experimental Design
(FCD)

factor name
low setting

(−)
center point

(0)
high setting

(+)

A n(H2O)/n(TEOS) 4 39 74
B c(NH3)/mmol·L−1 2.39 6.38 10.37
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detector. The detector was chosen according to the separation
application. The OpenLAB CDS (Rev. C.01.07 SR3, Agilent
Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) was used for instrument
control, data acquisition, and automated data analysis.
For the protein separation, the protein mixture H2899

(ribonuclease A, cytochrome c, holo-transferrin and apomyo-
globin) was dissolved in 90:10 eluent A (H2O, 0.1% TFA) and
eluent B (acetonitrile, 0.08% TFA). A total of 5 μL of the
sample (1 mg·L−1 of each protein) was injected and measured
at 30 °C. A gradient elution was performed with 25% B to 70%
B within 40 min with a flow of 1.0 mL·min−1. The detection
wavelength was 215 nm.
The separation of 11 D/L-amino acids (asparagine, glutamic

acid, glycine, arginine, alanine, tyrosine, valine, norvaline,
tryptophan, iso-leucine, and leucine) was performed by a linear
gradient elution of phosphate buffer (25 mM, pH 7.2) with
0.75 vol % THF as eluent A and a mixture of
methanol:acetonitrile:phosphate buffer (35/15/50 vol %) as
eluent B. The gradient was 0% B to 100% B in 50 min with a
flowrate of 1.0 mL·min−1. A total of 20 μL of sample (2.1
μmol·μL−1 of each amino acid) was injected and measured at
30 °C. Detection of the amino acids was performed through
precolumn derivatization (90 s performed with the injector
program) with OPA reagent with λexcitation = 330 nm and
λemission = 450 nm.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The set of HB1−15 particles, which was prepared by variation
of the sol−gel process conditions according to a statistical
experimental design (design of experiment) in the presence of
a p@TEPA template, forms the basis for the investigations
discussed here (Table 2, Figure 1b).24 The sacrificial template

was removed by calcination, and the final MPSM1−15 was
characterized by SEM and nitrogen adsorption measurements
to determine their particle size, dispersity, specific surface area,
pore diameter, and pore volume (Table 2).

Particle Size and Morphology. After calcination, the
particle diameters of MPSM1−15 varied widely within the
range from 0.5 to 7.8 μm (Figure S4, SI). This is in contrast to
the HBs, from which the MPSMs were derived. The size of the
HBs remained constant when the sol−gel conditions were
varied.29 Interestingly, for each factor level setting, a narrow
size distribution with d90/d10 values below 1.4 is observed
(Figure 3, Table 2, and Figure S4, SI).
The effect of the two process factors on the size distribution

of the MPSM1−15 can be accurately described by a
statistically highly significant model (p < 0.0001) (Table 3).
The high predictive power (R2

predicted = 0.9470) of the model
allows prediction of the expected particle size as a function of
the statistically significant factor effects of the n(H2O)/
n(TEOS) ratio, its nonlinear effect term, and the comparatively
lower effect of c(NH3) (Figure 4). Model eq 1 gives the
relation between the statistically significant effect and
interaction effect terms on the particle size in terms of the
coded equation:

A B Aparticle size/ m 6.96 2.69 1.21 2.71 2= + + (1)

When the ratio of water to TEOS is increased, the resulting
MPSMs undergo less shrinkage and thus stay large after
calcination. However, larger amounts of water attenuate this
effect within the examined experimental design space. This
leveling behavior is described by the negative A2 effect term.
This is a result of the hydrolysis and condensation rates, which
exceed the rate of SNP incorporation into the porous template.

Table 2. Factor Level Settings and Their Corresponding Particle Properties Particle Size, Dispersity, Specific Surface Area,
Pore Diameter, and Pore Volume (at p/p0 = 0.95), as well as the Silica Content in the HBs Determined by TGA (See SI Figure
S3)

factor level settings response variables material property

A n(H2O)/n(TEOS) B n(NH3) particle size SSA pore diameter PD Pore volume Vp SiO2 in HB

mmol·L−1 mmol·L−1 μm d
d

90

10
m2·g−1 nm cm3·g−1 %

p@TEPA 8.3 1.04 63.8 8.6 0.12
MPSM1 4 17.1 0.5 1.31 a a a 0.1
MPSM2 74 17.1 5.8 1.18 443.7 8.3 0.92 19.7
MPSM3 4 74.1 2.5 1.32 771.6 3.2 0.63 2.7
MPSM4 74 74.1 7.7 1.14 163.8 14.8 0.35 31.2
MPSM5 39 45.6 7.0 1.09 291.6 9.3 0.51 23.0
MPSM6 4 45.6 1.3 1.32 a a a 0.4
MPSM7 74 45.6 7.4 1.13 170.9 12.1 0.32 30.1
MPSM8 39 17.1 4.8 1.18 568.6 4.8 0.73 13.0
MPSM9 39 74.1 7.8 1.14 167.8 14.4 0.35 28.6
MPSM10 39 45.6 7.8 1.13 209.3 9.9 0.36 26.7
MPSM11 39 45.6 6.9 1.25 222.9 9.6 0.39 25.9
MPSM12 39 45.6 7.4 1.15 233.8 9.9 0.41 25.9
MPSM13 8 45.6 2.4 1.37 674.7 3.7 0.68 2.7
MPSM14 8 17.1 1.3 1.22 a a a 0.2
MPSM15 8 74.1 4.2 1.19 559.8 5.4 0.84 7.9
p@TEPA-2 8.9 1.06 75.7 13.6 0.16
MPSM-C18-1 74 17.1 7.5 1.11 246.3 16.6 0.57 26.5
MPSM-C18-2 39 45.6 7.9 1.10 186.4 20.8 0.44 28.2

aFor the particles MPSM1, MPSM6, and MPSM14, no nitrogen adsorption analysis could be performed as the obtained amounts of MPSMs (<10
mg) were too poor. These samples were therefore only included in the model for particle size.
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Consequently, the silica nanoparticles become too large to
diffuse into the pores and thus remain in the continuous phase
where they form nonporous secondary particles in the
continuous phase (see SI Figure S5) and do not enter the
porous template. They are removed by filtration upon isolating
the hybrid beads. Thus, less silica is incorporated into the
templates, which leads to smaller silica particles.29

For the ammonia concentration, a clear trend of size
increase can be observed. When the initial ammonia
concentration is increased at the start of the synthesis, larger
MPSMs result after calcination. On the other hand, at low
initial ammonia concentration, the SNP production is
inefficient. This results in the incorporation of small amounts
of SNPs into the polymer beads. After calcination, the
remaining MPSMs are much smaller than the applied
templates. This behavior can be seen clearly in Figure 4a.
For the same molar ratio of water-to-TEOS, the MPSM size
increases when the ammonia concentration is increased. This
increase varies between 2 and 3 μm. By applying a low initial
ammonia concentration at a low level of n(H2O)/n(TEOS),
MPSMs as small as 0.5 μm (MPSM1) can be prepared,
whereas at a high ammonia concentration, the particle size
increases to 2.5 μm (MPSM3) at the same n(H2O)/n(TEOS)
ratio. The slope of the MPSM size increases with increasing

ammonia concentration within the investigated design space
and is on average + 0.04 μm/mmol·L−1.
The final size of the MPSMs is determined by the size and

number of incorporated SNPs. Smaller SNPs have a higher
volume-to-surface ratio, which results in OH-bonding sites
between particles.46,47 Under the elevated temperature during
template removal (600 °C), these silanol groups undergo
condensation and form Si−O−Si bonds, which results in
shrinkage.48 This reduces the total surface and thus the total
free energy.49 The typical necking was observed (see Figure S6,
SI). As the calcination conditions were similar for all samples,
here, the scaling law applies. The larger SNPs require more
time at the same temperature to reach a similar sintering
degree as samples consisting of smaller SNPs.50,51 Hence, the
larger the SNPs in the HB are, the smaller is the effect of
interparticle condensation and thus shrinkage. Moreover, in
this polymer/silica system, the size of the SNPs and the
amount of incorporated silica correlates linearly and in
dependence on the sol−gel process conditions.29 The smaller
the SNPs, the less silica is incorporated. This results in even
more pronounced shrinkage and explains the strong decrease
in MPSM size in the lower region of the design space, where
the factor level settings are low for both factors. Under these
conditions, sub-2 μm particles were obtained (MPSM1, 6, 14).
Figure 3a,b displays the morphology of the prepared

MPSM1−12. The SEM images of the morphology of the
particles MPSM13−15 are given in Figure S7 (SI). All MPSMs
are formed by interconnected SNPs, which generate pores in
the silica network. During template removal via calcination, the
interconnected SNPs underwent grain growth,51 which is
especially pronounced for the settings with less silica
incorporation and small SNPs (<50 nm,29,52 e.g., MPSM3
Figure 3b). However, surface appearance changes when
different regions in the design space are explored. When
both the stoichiometric ratio of water and the ammonia
concentration are increased, the larger (≥50 nm) and more
spherical SNPs are obtained. With increasing ammonia

Figure 3. SEM images of the MPSMs according to the face-centered
central-composite design. (a) MPSMs in 5000× magnification with
the particle size median given. For the center points, the size ±
standard deviation is indicated. The scale bar is the same for all SEM
images in (a) and marks 10 μm. (b) MPSMs in 50,000×
magnification. For CPs, MPSM5 is shown. Factorial points are
highlighted in blue, axial points in green, and CPs in red. The scale
bar is the same for all SEM images in (b) and marks 1 μm.

Table 3. Excerpt from the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Tables with p-Values for the Response Surface Models of
the Target Responses Particle Size, Pore Diameter (PD),
Specific Surface Area (SSA), and Pore Volume (Vp) and
Shrinkage Compared to the HB, as well as Their Fit
Statisticsa

response particle size PD SSA Vp

μm nm m2·g−1 cm3·g−1

model <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0068
A = n(H2O)/
n(TEOS)

<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0072

B = c(NH3) <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0001 0.0029
AB n.s. 0.0018 n.s. n.s.
A2 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0002 0.0420
B2 n.s. n.s. 0.0041 0.0181
A2B 0.0001
lack of fit 0.3067

(n.s.)
0.5145
(n.s.)

0.2588
(n.s.)

0.1459
(n.s.)

R2 0.9727 0.9968 0.9697 0.8373
R2

adjusted 0.9652 0.9941 0.9523 0.7443
R2

predicted 0.9470 n.a. 0.8991 0.3806
aComplete ANOVA Tables for each model are given in Tables S2−
S5, SI.
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concentration, the interconnection of SNPs is less pronounced
and single nanoparticulate structures are visible (MPSM4,
MPSM9 Figure 3b). The size of the SNPs formed during the
sol−gel process increases with an increase in n(H2O)/
n(TEOS) and c(NH3) via aggregation within the pores of
the polymer template and aggregation and monomer addition
growth of the SNPs at the outer surface of the template.29

Effect of Incorporated Silica Content on MPSMs Pore
Volume. As after calcination only the silica part of the HB
remains (see Figure 1), the silica content in the HBs is seen as
a critical parameter affecting the properties of the final
MPSMs. The pore size, specific surface area, and the pore
volume of the MPSMs were determined by nitrogen
adsorption measurements at 77 K (Table 2). The pore
volumes of the prepared MPSMs were all within the range
from 0.32 to 0.92 cm3·g−1. The smallest pore volumes were
observed, when the highest amounts of silica were incorpo-
rated into the preceding HB. The statistically significant effects
of the process conditions on the pore volume Vp of the
MPSMs were identified and were used to derive a statistically
significant response surface model. With R2 = 0.8373 and
R2

adjusted = 0.7443 this model describes the data well. However,
the predictive power of the model is comparatively low with
R2

predicted = 0.3806, which can be attributed to the different
types of pores, which are formed during calcination in
dependence on the amount of incorporated silica (Figure 5).
The pore volume of the MPSMs in dependence on the

determined silica content of the preceding HBs, from which
the MPSMs were derived by calcination, is given in Figure 5
and can be fitted by a second order polynomial function with
R2

adjusted = 0.7251. For high silica contents in the HBs, the pore
volume of the MPSMs was found to be the lowest and to
increase rapidly with decreasing silica contents. For silica
contents lower than approximately 11 wt %, the pore volume
decreases again (Figure 5).
Depending on the amount and the size of the SNPs

incorporated into the sacrificial template, the morphology of
the resulting MPSMs also changes.
In Figure 6a, the pore formation in the MPSM after

calcination for reaction regime III is displayed. Reaction regime
III is characterized by high rates of hydrolysis and
condensation. This results in an effective incorporation of
silica into the template pores and a complete closure of the

template pores. In this reaction regime, the largest SNPs are
incorporated into the template pores and deposited on the
surface of the template. When the template is removed by
thermal degradation during calcination, a negative imprint of
the template pores forms from this. The former polymer walls
are now pores of the MPSM, and the new silica pore walls are
formed from the original pores of the polymer template filled
with silica (Figure 6a).
At lower hydrolysis and condensation rates (reaction regime

II), less SiO2 is incorporated into the template pores (Figure
6b). Thus, the polymer walls are only covered with a thin silica
layer consisting of smaller SNPs and the template pores are not
completely filled with silica. Compared to the thickness of the
walls of the porous polymer matrix, the silica layers are quite
thin, only a few nanometers thick, as the SNPs which diffused
into the polymer matrix are small (∼10−20 nm). During
calcination, not only is the template removed but condensation
of neighboring SNPs also occurs. However, because only thin
silica layers are formed, these layers are too far apart from each
other to condense into a closed plug and cannot completely fill
the former template pores (Figure 6b). Thus, in addition to the
pores formed by removing the polymer walls, also pores

Figure 4. (a) Contour plot with contour lines for different particle sizes in dependence of the process factor levels and (b) 3D response surface plot
of the augmented FCD model regarding the MPSM size. Red areas indicate large particles. Blue areas indicate small particles.

Figure 5. Second order polynomial fit of Vp of the MPSMs and the
silica content of the hybrid material. Shaded areas indicate 95%
confidence interval. R2

adjusted = 0.7251.
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already present in the polymer template are present in the
calcinated MPSM. This increases the total porosity and thus
the overall pore volume of the MPSM in reaction regime II
(Figures 5 and 6b). In the case of samples with a rather low
silica content and very small SNPs incorporated into the
polymer template (Figure 6c, corresponding to reaction regime
I with the lowest hydrolysis and condensation rates), on the
other hand, shrinkage by condensation during calcination is
very pronounced. This leads to correspondingly small MPSMs
with partial closure of the MPSM pores due to the sintering of
neighboring SNPs during calcination (Figure 6c). Therefore, a
reduction of the pore volume at silica contents below 11 wt %
is observed (Figure 5). This process progresses while some
porosity is retained, which is clearly visible for e.g. MPSM1 in
Figure 3b. However, as the small SNPs are sintered to a greater

extent than larger SNPs, the grain growth progresses further,50

leading to closure of pores. Therefore, for samples with low
silica content in the HBs, the pore volume is comparatively
smaller (Figure 6c). This change in mechanism of pore
formation during calcination in dependence on the silica
content in the preceding HBs restricts the predictive power of
the pore volume model. The response surface methodology
assumes that the system behavior follows the same underlying
mechanism throughout the complete studied design space.

Pore Size. The pore sizes of MPSM2−5, 7−13, and 15
varied between 3.2 and 14.8 nm and show mostly broad pore
size distributions (see Figure S8, SI). The distribution is
narrower for MPSMs with pores below 8.3 nm in the median
(MPSM2, 3, 8, 13, and 15). These particles show a bimodal
pore size distribution at lower pore sizes, with an increasing

Figure 6. Scheme of pore formation after template removal by calcination for three degrees of silica deposition in the hybrid material according to
the defined reaction regimes.29

Figure 7. (a) Interaction plot: the black line indicates the effect of higher water levels at low ammonia concentrations, while the red line displays
the effect of the water-to-TEOS ratio at high levels of ammonia. Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals. (b) 3D response surface plot:
red areas correspond to large pore diameters, whereas blue areas indicate small pores. The dashed black and red lines highlight projected the surface
edges represented in the interaction plot (a).
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amount of micropores with decreasing mean pore size.
MPSM2, 3, 8, 13, and 15 also are the smallest MPSMs in
this design space and underwent the most shrinkage (>30%
decrease in diameter compared to HB). From the FCD, a clear
dependence of the mean pore size on the effect of both process
factors n(H2O)/n(TEOS) and c(NH3) was observed.
However, the effect of the n(H2O)/n(TEOS) is nonlinear
and the factor effects are synergistic as the two-factor
interaction effect term AB and the higher-order interaction
effect term A2B are both statistically significant. This means
that each of the process factors strongly depends on the factor
level setting of the other factor, and neither of the two can be
separately and independently be discussed. As there is one
sample (MPSM13) with a leverage value of one, the R2

predicted
value cannot be calculated. This sample is located in the lower
area of the design space. Moreover, the silica deposition for
three samples in this region (MPSM1, MPSM14, and
MPSM6) was too low to characterize them by means of
nitrogen adsorption after calcination. The position of
MPSM13 in the design space is quite isolated, meaning that
this factor level combination strongly influences the model.35

However, as the R2
adjusted = 0.9941 indicates that an adequate

number of terms was used in the mathematical model
(meaning that the data were not overfitted), the unusual and
hard to physically interpret factor effect term A2B was included
in the model. Moreover, exclusion of the A2B term leads to a
prediction of negative pores size values, which does not make
sense and illustrates that the A2B term is actually real and
required for an adequate model. With the A2B factor
interaction term, the predicted pore size of MPSM1
n(H2O)/n(TEOS) and c(NH3) at the low factor setting is
1.9 nm, which is a reasonable prediction, since the porous
nature of the particles is clearly visible in Figure 3b. The
relative importance of the factors is evident from eq 2, which is
the model equation in terms of coded factors:

A B AB A

A B

PD/nm 9.64 4.54 4.82 1.26 2.46

2.83

2

2

= + + +
(2)

The corresponding interaction plot (Figure 7a) illustrates
the relation between the process factor effects n(H2O)/
n(TEOS) and c(NH3) and the pore size. With increase in
ammonia concentration, the pore sizes generally become larger
(Figure 7b), but the steepness of the increase is dependent on
the n(H2O)/n(TEOS) level.
Under basic reaction conditions, the hydrolysis rate is slower

than the condensation rate and thus, it is the rate determining
reaction. However, the reaction rates are also dependent on the
water-to-TEOS ratio. The addition of water promotes the
formation of silanol groups favoring the hydrolysis.53 At low
ammonia concentrations, the reaction pH for MPSM1, 2, 8,
and 14 lies at 10.5 ± 0.0. Here, the effect of n(H2O)/n(TEOS)
is linear and the pore size increases linearly with an increase in
the water-to-TEOS ratio. If the ammonia concentration is
increased, the effect of the water-to-TEOS ratio changes
gradually from linear to nonlinear. For high ammonia
concentrations the pH value is 10.9 ± 0.1 (MPSM3, 4, 9,
15, Table S1, SI). At high water-to-TEOS ratios and higher
ammonia concentrations, the dependence of the pore size on
the n(H2O)/n(TEOS) ratio turns nonlinear. In this case, the
pore size first increases with increasing water quantity, but
from a certain point on, a further increase in pore size becomes
the smaller the higher the water quantity is (Figure 7a, red

line). A similar dependence on the process factor settings was
observed for the SNP size, which increases in size with
increasing ammonia concentration and also exhibit a nonlinear
behavior with increasing water-to-TEOS ratios.29,54,55 A clearly
linear relation between the size of SNPs incorporated in the
porous polymeric template, forming the HBs, and the resulting
pore size of the corresponding MPSMs after calcination was
observed (see Figure S9, SI).
Thus, the pore size of the MPSM is not only dependent on

the pore size of the template23 but also on the size of the SNPs
incorporated into the porous network of the polymeric
template. As a result, the pore size of the MPSMs can be
varied by adjusting the sol−gel process conditions using the
process factors n(H2O)/n(TEOS) and c(NH3).

Specific Surface Area (SSA). The specific surface area is
an important material characteristic when it comes to
separation processes dependent on surface interactions
between the analyte and stationary phase. The prepared
MPSMs showed a range of specific surface area from 164 to
772 m2·g−1, where the lowest SSA occurred at the highest
factor level settings for both process factors (the high | high
factorial experiment MPSM4) and the highest SSA was
obtained at the lowest water to precursor ratio and ammonia
concentration (the low | low factorial experiment MPSM3).
The SSAs of the prepared MPSMs are statistically

significantly affected by both process factors n(H2O)/
n(TEOS) ratio and c(NH3), each in a nonlinear manner
(significant effect terms A2 and B2). The relative process factor
strengths are given in model eq 3 in coded terms:

A B A

B

SSA/m g 237.67 291.18 172.77 229.98

126.28

2 1 2

2

· = +

+ (3)

Both factors affect the SSA in a similar direction. The factor
effect strength of A on the SSA is by far stronger than the
factor effect strength B, as can be seen by the model term
coefficients in eq 3. When the factor level of either factor is
increased, the SSA decreases (Figure 8). However, the degree
of decrease levels off with a further increase in factor level
settings. This leveling effect, represented by the second order

Figure 8. Contour plot for SSA in dependence of c(NH3) and
n(H2O)/n(TEOS). Contour lines for multiple SSAs are given. Large
SSAs are displayed in red. Small SSAs are displayed in blue. Dashed
lines indicate the position of predicted minimum of the SSA.
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effect terms (eq 3), is more pronounced upon changing
n(H2O)/n(TEOS) (Figure 8). The nonlinear behavior for
both factors leads to the formation of a region in which a
global minimum of SSA is observed within the investigated
experimental design space at n(H2O)/n(TEOS) ≈ 61 and at
c(NH3) ≈ 65 mmol·L−1. On the other hand, large SSAs were
achieved when the starting conditions of the sol−gel process
were selected in the low factor level regions of the design
space. With R2

predicted = 0.8991, the dependence of SSA on the
stoichiometric ratio of water-to-precursor and the ammonia
concentration can be predicted with good accuracy.

HPLC Separations of Biomolecules. In order to yield
enough MPSM material to pack an HPLC column, a new
batch of polymeric template was prepared and TEPA
functionalized. This template exhibited a slightly higher pore
volume, larger specific surface area, and larger pore sizes than
the template used in the statistical design (see Table 2). This
reflects the low extent of common cause variability of the hard
template preparation procedure due to scaling up the process.
From this, two batches of MPSMs were prepared (see MPSM-
C18-1 Figure 9a and MPSM-C18-2 Figure 9b) with process
factor level settings corresponding to MPSM2 and the CPs,
respectively. Thus, although the sol−gel parameters were the
same for MPSM-C18-1 as MPSM2 and for MPSM-C18-2 as the
CPs the materials differ slightly. This is a result from changes
in the template characteristics and scale up.23 Interestingly, the
template with the higher pore volume, larger pores, and higher
SSA resulted in MPSMs with lower pore volumes and lower
SSA but enlarged pore sizes. The properties of MPSM-C18-1
and MPSM-C18-2 were also determined by inverse size
exclusion chromatography, which exhibited similar trends as
the nitrogen sorption characteristics (see Table S6, SI).
MPSM-C18-1 exhibited smaller pores but a higher SSA than
MPSM-C18-2. This trend fits well with the observations made
in the statistical evaluation of the process factor effects
n(H2O)/n(TEOS) and c(NH3). This offers more space within
the template pores for aggregation of in situ formed highly
reactive small silica species und consequently larger SNPs.23 In
combination with the higher template pore volume, more and

larger SNPs were incorporated into the template. The sizes of
the incorporated SNPs were slightly larger with 25 (MPSM-
C18-1, MPSM2: 20 nm) and 48 nm (MPSM-C18-2, CPs: 43
nm).
The columns MPSM-C18-1 and MPSM-C18-2 were tested

for their separation capability for proteins and amino acids, and
the corresponding chromatograms are shown in Figure 9c,d.
Both C18-functionalized column materials allowed the
separation of all four proteins. The retention times were
thereby ribonuclease-A < cytochrome c < holo-transferrin <
apomyoglobin. This was consistent for both columns, and the
reproducibility of the measurement was high (Figure 9c).
However, MPSM-C18-1 exhibited sharper peaks than MPSM-
C18-2; the elution of the last peak was earlier, and overall, the
resolution was better. All peaks were baseline separated using
column MPSM-C18-1 (R ≥ 2.0), while the resolution between
cytochrome c and holo-transferrin was R2−3 = 1.92. For
MPSM-C18-2, the resolutions were reduced with R ≥ 1.25 due
to peak broadening. This can be a result of the larger particle
size and increased diffusion pathways with larger pores.
The separation of amino acids was successful using both

columns. Both columns exhibited a good separation perform-
ance. Also, here the peaks of MPSM-C18-2 were generally
broader and less intense (Figure 9d). Interestingly, the elution
of the last amino acid leucin was earlier for MPSM-C18-2 than
MPSM-C18-1, which can be attributed to the reduced surface
area and thus less retention of the amino acids. The available
surface area corresponds directly to the degree of functional-
ization (see SI Figure S9) and thus a better retention.
However, the separation of arginine and alanine was better
using MPSM-C18-2 than MPSM-C18-1. Column MPSM-C18-1
was able to separate all amino acids in the mixture with a
resolution of R ≥ 2.0 (RARG‑ALA = 2.0). Using MPSM-C18-2 all
peaks were separated with a good resolution (>1.5) except for
the pair of TRP and ILE (R = 1.0). For MPSM-C18-2, the
analysis time was reduced by 11% compared to MPSM-C18-1;
however, the separation efficiency was decreased. This is a
result of the smaller surface area compared to MPSM-C18-1.

Figure 9. SEM images of MPSMs as packing materials prior to rehydroxylation and C18-functionalization with (a) 5000× magnification and (b)
50,000× magnification. (c) Chromatograms for the separation of the protein mixture and (d) chromatograms for the amino acid separations for
both columns.
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While for the separation of proteins the separation time was
increased when using column MPSM-C18-2, the time required
for the separation of the amino acids was less when using
column MPSM-C18-2. This can be attributed to the different
types of separation. The separation of the proteins is mainly
determined by size exclusion. Here, the larger pores allow
better mass transfer and increase the retention of proteins with
a higher radius of gyration. For the separation of the amino
acids, the smaller surface area of MPSM-C18-2 reduces the
retention times but also the separation efficiency of the
materials. Here, MPSM-C18-1 shows superior separation
efficiency allowing a baseline separation of all 11 amino acids.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, it was shown that the hard-template approach
can be used as a platform for fabricating a wide range of fully
porous monodisperse silica particles. The silica content of the
preceding HBs is a critical parameter for the final properties of
the silica particles. Thus, the particle size, pore volume, pore
size distribution, and morphology of the silica particles are
determined by the size and number of incorporated SNPs. The
installation of the SNPs into the template network is the result
of the interaction of the template and the sol−gel process. In
this design space, the same template was applied. As a result,
properties of the MPSMs can be varied by adjusting the sol−
gel process conditions using the process factors n(H2O)/
n(TEOS) and c(NH3).
The tailoring of the property profile was demonstrated with

MPSMs. These were successfully applied as column materials
for the separation of amino acids and proteins by HPLC.
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